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Fontos tudnivalók


Az utasításokat pontosan kell követni.



Csak az utasításban megadott helyre beírt megoldás fogadható el.



Szótár nem használható.



Minden kérdésre csak egy helyes válasz adható.



Csak az olvasható írás értékelhető.



Az aláhúzott, üresen hagyott helyekre vagy üres, nem besatírozott négyzetekbe kell
beírni a válaszokat.



Javítani lehet, de csak egyértelmű megoldások fogadhatók el.



A megadott szószámot nem szabad túllépni. Az összevont alakok egy szónak
számítanak (pl. “it’s” egy szó, “it is” két szó).

Welcome to the Listening component of the Matura Examination


There will be three tasks, and each recording will be played twice.



You will hear and you can also read the instructions to the task.



The instructions will be followed by a silent period on the CD in order to give you
some time to look at the task in your test booklet before hearing the text.



Then we will play the recording in one piece.



After another short silent period we will play the recording for the second time, but
now in shorter sections and with breaks between the sections in order to give you
enough time to write down your answers.



There is an example in each task marked with a tick [].
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Task 1 – Dinner Plans
In this section, you will hear a conversation between Simon and Todd, who decide where to
go for dinner. Your task will be to complete the sentences with the EXACT words you hear
in the text. Write only ONE word in each gap. You will hear the recording twice. You will
have 90 seconds to read the questions before the recording
starts, and then we will play the whole recording in one piece.
Then, after a short pause, you will hear the recording again,
but this time we will play the text in shorter sections to give
you enough time to write down your answers. There is an
example (0) for you.
Write your answers here:


(0) Simon and Todd want to go out for dinner.
1. They want to go out because they both are really ________________________.
2. There is a(n) ________________________ restaurant, a family diner, a grilled
chicken restaurant and a fish restaurant nearby.
3. The family diner offers pasta, _____________________, hamburgers, salad and
desserts.
4. In the family diner everyone in the family will be ________________________
if they eat there.
5. The Italian restaurant is _________________________ by a family.

6.

As for size, it is a very ___________________________ place.

7.

It is very popular, so it is really ___________________________.

8.

As for prices, the Italian restaurant is a little ________________________.

9.

The Italian restaurant does not offer __________________________.

10. The guest of the grilled chicken restaurant eat at little tables on/in the
_________________________.
11. At the grilled chicken place guest can drink __________________________.
12. Simon and Todd decide to eat _________________________.
Source of recording: http://www.elllo.org/english/0401/425-Simon-Dinner.htm

12 pont
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Task 2 – Boarding School
In this section you will hear a girl, Eli talking about boarding school and growing up away
from her family. Your task will be to give short answers to the questions below IN
MAXIMUM FIVE WORDS. You will hear the recording twice. You will have 90 seconds
to read the questions before the recording starts, and then we will play the whole recording
in one piece. Then, after a short pause, you will hear the recording again, but this time we
will play the text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your answers.
There is an example (0) for you.

Write your answers here:
(0) Since when has Eli been at boarding
school?

since the age of 8



13 Where was her family living when she
was sent to boarding school?
14 In her first school, where did she usually
spend the weekends?
15 Compared to her first boarding school,
how much did she like her second school?
16 Which school does Eli describe as very
rules orientated, very strict?
17 When did they have to go to bed on
Saturday nights at her secondary school?
18 Where is she living now?
Source of recording: http://www.elllo.org/english/0301/338-Eli-BoardingSchool.htm

6 pont
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Task 3 – Messy Room
In this section you will hear a girl, Marion talking about what she needs to do with her
messy room. Bellow you have multiple choice questions about the text. Choose the best
response a, b, or c to each question. You will hear the recording twice. You will have 90
seconds to read the questions before the recording starts, and then we will play the whole
recording in one piece. Then, after a short pause, you will hear the recording again, but this
time we will play the text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your
answers.
There is an example (0) for you.
0) Marion’s __________ is very messy at the moment.
a) bedroom
b) sitting room
c) study
19) Marion _______ tidying her room.
a) usually likes
b) does not like
c) does not mind
20) According to the text, for Marion it’s a nice surprise when ______
a) somebody else cleans up the mess in her room.
b) a friend helps her to tidy her room.
c) during tidying she finds something she has long forgot about.
21) At the moment she is having _______
a) several piles of books on her bookshelf.
b) a lot of CDs in their covers on the floor.
c) a lot of different papers in three piles on the floor.
22) Marion ______ getting rid of her things.
a) likes
b) hates
c) does not mind
23) For Marion it usually _______ to tidy her room.
a) takes several hours
b) takes a whole day
c) doesn’t take long
Source of recording: http://www.elllo.org/english/0351/367-Marion-MessyRoom.htm

Write your answers here:
0

19

20

21

22

23

a
5 pont


This is the end of this part of the exam.
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12

Task 2

6
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5
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